
Summer Holiday Homework 
Subject: English 

Class: 10 

 
1. Read the passage carefully:   

How my Life changed its Course 10 marks  

1. Ever since I can remember, I always felt I was stupid, really stupid. I lost my father  

when I was three. Since I was a sick child, a polio victim, I lived with my  

grandmother in Mumbai so I could avail of the metro‘s advanced medical facilities.  

I remember being on the streets all day, playing or lazing around.  

2. When I turned ten, my mother and my sister came to live in Mumbai too. My sister  

was a bright student, always securing high grades. She and my mother encouraged  

me to study, but I just could not bring myself to concentrate on any subject. I would  

get bored and feel sleepy when forced to open my books. After innumerable  

lectures on the importance of studying had failed, mother tried threats as well, but  

nothing worked, I truly believed I was stupid; no matter how much I worked, it  

wouldn‘t help.  

3. One afternoon, as always, I was sitting under a tree in the school premises eating  

potato wafers when I saw a former classmate approaching me. Aditi and I had been  

in the same class the year before. I had failed sixth grade and had to repeat the year;  

Aditi had topped the class and was the brightest student of the seventh grade too. I  

flinched a little Aditi as I saw her walk towards me. ‗Hi,‘ she said. ‗Hi,‘ I replied,  

but not with much enthusiasm; I wanted her to leave. I continued to eat my chips.  

Ignoring my coldness, she sat down next to me. For five minutes neither of us spoke  

and then she asked, ‗Is Devika your real sister?‘ ‗Yes, she is, ‗I answered.  

4. ‗So how come she doesn‘t teach you so that you too can do well? she asked. I  peered 

at her, wondering if she was making fun of me, but all I could see on her  face was 

earnestness. No, she is not trying to tease me, I decided. This time I  answered a 

little more warmly, ‗She tries to, but I don‘t like studying.‘ ‗Why not?  I‘m sure you 

can get good grades too,‘ she said emphatically. ‗No, I can‘t. I have no  brains. God 

forgot to give me brains, health or beauty. He gave me nothing.‘  

5. ―That‘s not true. And anyway, health and beauty can‘t be helped, but God has given  

brains to everyone, we only have to learn to use it.‘ I shook my head, ‗No, I have  

difficulty in concentrating, and books bore me; there is no hope for me. Please  leave 

me alone. I am stupid, and always will be.‘ With the gentlest tone that she  could 

muster she said, ‗I can prove it to you that you are not stupid. Give me one  chance, 

I will teach you to study.‘  

6. Though I was softening from inside, I still held on to my low self-esteem. ‗You‘ll  be 

wasting your time.I cannot study, I am not as bright as you are nor lucky as my  

sister,‘ I said ‗Let me try and help you, please. I will show you the right way to  

study. You just have to cooperate with me. Will you try?‘ Her belief in me proved  

more powerful than my doubts about myself. She won and I relented. 
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A4.1 Give reasons for the following- 4 marks a) The writer believed that 

she was stupid.   

b) The writer flinched as she saw her friend walking towards her.  

c) The writer lacked interest in her studies.  

d) The writer was not a very confident or assertive girl.  

4.2 Complete the following 4 marks  

 a) When she had to study she felt ------- and -----------.  



 b) The writer said that God had forgotten to give her brains ----------- and ------  c) 

Her mother tried to convince her to study by ________ and ----------------.  d) -------- 

was the writer‘s sister and --------- was a classmate in the previous year. 4.3 From 

the passage find one word which means the same as - 2 marks  a) Make a sudden 

movement as a result of pain, fear , surprise etc. (para 3)  b) Find as much support, 

courage etc as you can (para5)  

 c) Finally agree to something after refusing (para 6)  

 d) To look carefully at something, to see it clearly (para 4)  

Answers  

4.1 a) because she could not concentrate on studies.  

 b) because she did not want to talk to her.  

 c) because she did not perform well.  

 d) because she was not good at studies.  

4.2 a) bored and sleepy  

 b) health and beauty  

 c) lecturing and threatening  

 d) Devika, Aditi  

4.3 a) flinch, b) muster c) relent d) peer  

Unsolved  

2. Read the passage carefully: (10 marks)  

1) The world‘s smallest dog, the Chihuahua or the Pocket Dog is barely 1 kg to 2 kg  

as an adult! The Chihuahua is named after a Mexican State, but its roots can be  

traced back to China. Today this breed is popular choice among the dog lovers world  

over and their popularity seems to be ever increasing.  

2) The main advantage of this breed is that they need no particular exercise. They are  

quite satisfied with their walks within their house. Being small, however, does not  

mean that they are dull, on the contrary they are sharp, alert animals, very strong in  

character. They are good guard dogs due to their strong cords. They have an inherent  

curiosity that makes them want to know what goes on within the house.  

3) For show purposes the maximum permissible weight is 0.9kg to 1.8 kg.  

Chihuahuas are of two types, the long coated and the smooth coated. The long  
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coated ones have flat or slightly wavy coats. The smooth coated ones are soft  

textured and glossy in appearance.  

4) They can be of any colour. Their heads are apple dome-shaped and in some  

animals, the frontal areas of the skull do not fuse! The nose is short and the ears are  

at an angle of 45 degrees to the head. The dogs are slightly longer than the tail and  

the tail is carried like a sickle that just touches the back. The body on the whole is  

compact and has a graceful appearance. Occasionally a tail-less dog is born but tail  

cropping is not an accepted practice.  

5) Compared to other pups, they require little care, and only the long-haired variety  

needs grooming. They tend to exercise themselves within the confines of the house.  

This makes them prone to have overgrown nails that need regular clipping. As far as  

their diet is concerned, they could be fussy and choosy eaters, but then almost all toy  

breeds are so! They are intelligent and learn easily.  

6) They are very active within the house and literally are burglar alarms. They are  

good with children and are loyal and devoted to the family. On the whole, the  

Chihuahua is quite a pet! At just six inches, it is bundle of energy. Most people are  

surprised seeing these animals and the general awareness of this breed is still low.  

However, just one hurdle remains. Because this is a pocket dog, it may pinch a few  

pockets.  

Q1 Read the following summary of the information given in the passage and fill  

in each of the spaces with one word only. (1/2 X 6=3marks)   



The most popular variety of (a) -------- dogs today is Chihuahua. The (b) ------- size  

is its greatest attraction as an adult weighs just between 1 kg and 2 kg. A walk within  

the house gives them (c) ----------- .Besides strength of character, they possess (d) --- 

------ and alertness. They are always (e) --------- to know what is happening inside  

the house. Their strong vocal cord makes them (f) ------------ as burglar alarms.  

Q2 On the basis of your reading of the passage, answer the following questions  

as briefly as possible. (4 marks)  

(a) The two types of Chihuahua are distinguished on the basis of their 

coats 1*__________________________  

2*__________________________  

(b) The pocket dog is not only a show piece but a good guard as well because  

__________________________________________________________. (c) 

This breed is rapidly becoming more popular because these pups  

_________________________________________________________   

Q3 Below you can see some headings .Choose the best heading for the  

paragraph indicated below: (1 mark)  

World’s smallest dog Grooming & care   

Physical characteristics Pet Appeal  

Ornamental pets Reasons For Popularity  

 Pocket Pinchers Varieties Of Chihuahua 

 

 

1* Paragraph 4 _______________________________  

2* Paragraph 6 _______________________________   

Q4 Find words/phrases from the passage (para indicated) which mean the same  

as the following. (2marks)   

(a) intrinsic (para 2)  

(b) small and strong (para 4)   

Solved  

3. Read the following poem carefully: (5 marks)   

Four seasons fill the measure of the year;  

There are four seasons in the mind of man:  

He has his lusty Spring when fancy clear  

Takes in all beauty with an easy span;  

He has his Summer, when luxuriously  

Spring‘s honey cud of youthful thought he loves  

To ruminate, and by such dreaming high  

Is nearest unto heaven: quite coves  

His soul has in its Autumn, when his wings   

He furleth close; contended so to look  

On mist in idleness- to let fair things  

Pass by unheeded as a threshold brook.  

He has his winter too of pale misfeature,  

Or else he would forgo his mortal nature. -John Keats  

Question: Choose the right option:  

1) In this poem man‘s mind is compared to: 
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 (a) seasons (b) nature (c) spring (d) winter  

2) How many seasons are there in the mind of man?  

 (a) four (b) three (c) five (d) two  

3) ‗ruminate‘ means:  

 (a) to think seriously (b) to chew slowly as cow do  

 (c) to depend on (d) to be melancholy  

4) Winter, in this poem symbolizes:  

 (a) misfortune (b) weakness/debility (c) death (d) darkness 5) 

Line three in the poem describes:  

 (a) lust (b) youthfulness/zest/energy  

 (c) spring of one‘s life (d) flowering  

Answers 3: 1) (b) 2) (a) 3) (a) 4) (b) 5) (b)  

Unsolved  

4. Read the following passage carefully: (5 marks)  In acupuncture, no drug is 

injected into the body, so it has no adverse effects. The  stimulation of acupuncture 

points was done so far by very thin, sharp sliver needles.  The prick is almost 

painless. But now techniques like the use of laser beams (without  using needles) are 

being used in which there is no prick, no pain. These are readily  acceptable to 

children and those patients who are scared of needles. For every  patient, there is a 

separate set of needles, which is sterilized after every use, so there  should not be any 

fear of infection. Initially three of four courses of acupuncture  treatment are given 

(one course is of ten days) to control asthma and usually the  patient is off medicine 

by that time. After this, one sitting, weekly or fortnightly, is  continued for some 

time, so as to prevent relapse. At the time of Holi or Diwali  when there is a change 

of season, there is a tendency of relapse, so once/twice a  week sittings are given 

during the period of three seasons, which generally results in  an almost cure in 

children and young patients(up to the age of 25-30 years). Relapses  are generally 

unusual. In older age groups though some damage to lungs has been  done due to 

prolonged disease and medication, yet considerable improvement is  possible 

resulting in decrease in severity and frequency of attacks.  

Tick the correct option:   

1) Acupuncture has no adverse effects because:  

 

(a) only needles are used  

(b) no drug is injected  

(c) no pricks are made in the body  

(d) the body is not touched at all  

2) Laser beams are acceptable to those patients who are:  

(a) scared of needles  

(b) childish  

(c) cannot bear any pain  

(d) do not need needles  

3) Acupuncture treatment continues for some time so that:  

(a) the patient does not need any medicine  

(b) the patient gets used to it   

(c) there is no chance of relapse  

(d) the patient is cured forever  

4) „Severity‟ means:  

(a) seriousness/acuteness  

(b) harshness  

(c) unkindness  

(d) extreme pain  



5) In older patients, sometimes:  

(a) the lungs are completely damaged   

(b) relapses do occur  

(c) treatment is unsuccessful  

(d) death occurs  

5 Read the passage given below and complete the statements that follow by  

choosing the answers from the given options. (5 marks) 

Julie‟s Race  

The dogs led race was about to begin. Julie‘s team of dogs was lined up at the 

starting  gate. Julie stood behind them. Other teams were lined up, too, and the dogs 

were  excited. Julie kept her eyes on the clock. At exactly ten o clock, she and the 

other  racersyelled, Mush! The dogs knew that meant Go! They leapt forward and the 

race  began!  

Julie had trained months for this race, and she hoped she and her dogs would win.  

Hour after hour, day after day, Julie s dogs pulled the sled in order to get in shape for  

the race.  

Now, they ran over snowy hills and down into frozen valleys. They stopped only to  

rest and eat. They wanted to stay ahead of the other teams. The racers had to go a  

thousand miles across Alaska. Alaska is one of the coldest places on Earth. The dogs  

thick fur coats helped keep them warm in the cold wind and weather. In many places  

along the route, the snow was deep. The ice could cut the dogs feet. To keep that 

from  happening, Julie had put special booties on their feet.  

At first, the dogs seemed to pull the sled very slowly. They were still getting used to  

the race. But on the third day out, they began to pull more quickly. They worked as a  

team and passed many of the other racers. Once, one of the sled s runners slid into a  

hole and broke. Julie could have given up then, but shedidn t. She fixed it and they  

kept going.  

When they finally reached the finish line, they found out that they had come in first!  

It was a great day for Julie and her dogs.  

(1) The author of Julie s Race wrote the story in order to____________. 

(a) describe how dogs stay warm in cold weather.  

(b) tell about a dogsled race.  

(c) explain how cold it can be in winter.  

(d) entertain the reader with funny stories about dogs.  

(2) The dogsled race took place 

_________________________. (a) in Antarctica  

(b) on a track  

(c) in Alaska  

(d) in a field  

(3) Before the dogs began 

running________________________. (a) the dogs pulled the 

sled slowly 

 (b) Julie s dogs lined up at the starting gate.  

(c) the runner on Julie s sled broke.  

(d) Julie pulled the sled slowly.  

(4) To keep the dogs warm____________________.  

(a) Julie put special booties on their feet.  

(b) they slept by the fire at night.  

(c) their thick fur coats helped them  

(d) they slept under the blanket at night.  

(5) The word thick means____________________.  

(a) thin(b) hard(c) fat(d) skinny.  

6.Read the passage given below and complete the statements that follow by  



choosing the answers from the given options.  

On Sprouts  

(1) Sprouts relatively contain the largest amount of nutrients per unit of any food  

known to man. Sprouts produce a fountain of power for chemical changes. Enzymes  

are produced, starch gets converted into glucose. Protein is transformed into amino  

acids and vitamin value increases. In fact a new explosion of life force takes place.  

According to Dr. Bailey of the University of Minnerata, U.S.A the vitamin C value of  

wheat increases 600 percent in the early sprouting period. Dr. C.R. Show of the  

University of Taxas Cancer Centre found that cancer was inhibited upto 90% when  

healthy bacteria were exposed to a cancer causing substance in the presence of a juice  

made from wheat sprouts.  

(2) Enzymes which initiate and control almost every chemical reaction in our bodies,  

are greatly activated in the sprouting process. Enzymes spark the entire digestive  

system to synthesize the nutrients in our food into blood. They are the key to  

longevity.  

(3) Sprouts are enjoyed more when they are fresh. Mix sprouts with other foods and  

dressing, according to your taste and enjoy eating them. But eat them you must,  

everyday! you will soon realise that making sprouts a part of your diet has a dramatic  

effect on your health. With this live food, all the cells of your body will become  

active and agile  

(4) The nourishment which develops as the sprouts grow is very stable and can be  

frozen or dried for future. Sprouted potato or tomato seeds are likely to be poisonous.  

Alfalfa and moongbean Sprouts are excellent soft food. They are almost predigested 

and can be easily assimilated even by the children and the elderly. They contain 

every  known vitamin in perfect balance, necessary for the human body. 

(1) Sprouts are useful because they __________.  

(a) contain largest amount of nutrients  

(b) produce a fountain of power for chemical changes  

(c) produce enzymes, convert starch into glucose  

(d) all of the above.  

(2) The vitamin C value of __________ increases 600 percent in the early  

sprouting process.  

(a) nutrients (b) wheat(c) glucose(d) enzymes  

(3) __________ seeds are likely to be poisonous when 

sprouted.  (a) Alfalfa   

(b) Moongbean  

(c) Potato and tomato  

(d) none of the above  

(4) `They are the key to longevity. Here `They refers to 

__________. (a) nutrients  

(b) vitamins  

(c) sprouts  

(d) enzymes  

(5) A word from the passage which means, to combine a large range of  

something is __________.  

(a) contain  

(b) inhibited  

(c) synthesize  

(d) assimilate  

7. Read the passage given below: (5marks)  

Ganges River dolphins occur in the Ganges-Brahmaputra river system primarily in  

India and Bangladesh. They are listed as endangered by the IUCN due to a probable  

population decline of at least 50% over the last 50 years and projected future  



population declines. Dolphins have been destroyed in the upper reaches of many  

rivers, the population has been fragmented by irrigation barrages and dry season  

habitat is further reduced by diversion of water. In comparison to the Ganges, the  

Brahmaputra River is lesser degraded and is therefore of great importance for  

persistence of the subspecies.  

For this reason, a recent proposal by Oil India Ltd. to initiate seismic exploration  

using explosives and ai rguns along the bed of the Brahmaputra River to prospect for  

oil has potentially disastrous implications for Ganges River dolphins. Behavioural  

studies on dive time, surfacing interval and acoustic investigations were also carried  

out in two dolphin hotspots. Dolphins spent an average 107.3 seconds under water  

and 1.26 seconds above water. Mortality through fisheries by-catch was identified as  

one of the major threats to Ganges dolphins in the Brahmaputra. Based on high  

abundance, potential for protection and possibilities for dolphin eco-tourism, eight  

river sections were identified as potential protected areas and community-based  

conservation areas.  

Based on the reading of the above passage complete the following by choosing  

the most suitable options:  

(1) Ganges River dolphins are listed as endangered because 

_________. (a) they are dying in huge number  

(b) their population has dwindled by fifty percent in the last fifty 

years (c) the rivers are dammed  

(d) the rivers are fast flowing  

(2) Dolphin population has been completely wiped out from 

_________. (a) the lakes situated in the higher regions  

(b) from the forests  

(c) from the upper reaches of many rivers  

(d) from high rivers  

(3) The Brahmaputra is highly suitable for dolphin conservation because 

_____. (a) it is a big river  

(b) it is less polluted  

(c) it is perennial  

(d) it is situated in Northeast India  

(4) Behavioural studies on dive time and surfacing interval shows that a dolphin  

normally spends _________.  

(a) 107.3 seconds under water  

(b) 107.3 seconds in air   

(c) 107.3 seconds above water  

(d) 107.3 seconds in air  

(e) 107.3 seconds on water  

(5) The most imposing threat to Ganges dolphins in the Brahmaputra is  

mortality through _________.  

(a) diseases  

(b) drying up of rivers  

(c) fisheries by-catch  

(d) industrial activities  

8.Read the passage given below and answer the questions that follow by writing the  

options that you consider the most appropriate in your answer sheet : 5 marks  

The bees and the wasps make a special kind of shelter. It is called the hive where a  

colony of bees or wasps live comfortably. A hive made by bees is called a beehive  

and beehive that stores honey is called honeycomb 
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In a beehive, bees that live, are of three kinds - queens, drones and workers Queen 

bees lay thousands of eggs and place one egg in each chamber of the hive. Only one  



queen bee is allowed in a beehive at a time. Drones are the male and they are used  

for mating. Worker bees are responsible for the welfare and maintenance of the comb  

They protect the eggs also, till they hatch into larvae and larvae are fed till they grow  

into pupae. Pupae transform into adults. The adults so developed may be queens,  

drones or workers.  

Honeybees visit flowers regularly. It is very much pleasant seeing them sitting on the  

flowers. They collect pollens and nectar from the flowers. Nectar collected by  

honeybees is honey. Honey has medicinal quality and possesses antibiotic substances  

(a) Honeycomb is a __________.  

(i) hive made by wasps (ii) beehive that stores honey  

(iii) hive made by bees (iv) hive made by bees and wasps  

(b) In a beehive __________ queen(s) can live at a time  

(i) four (ii) three (iii) two (iv) one  

(c) The work of egg - laying is performed by __________.  

(i) queen (ii) drones (iii) workers (iv) drones and workers  

(d) A larva changes into a/an __________.  

(i) adult (ii) egg (iii) pupa (iv) a wingless bee  

(e) Nectar collected by bees is called __________.  

(i) wax (ii) pollen (iii) honey (iv) fat 

Analytical Paragraph 



 
1. You are Ashish/Astha, a resident of 254, Vigyan Vihar, Amla, Madhya Pradesh. You are 

disturbed to see your younger brother's frequent habit of using the Internet as a homework tool. 

Write a letter to the editor of a popular newspaper, expressing your opinion on the advantages and 

disadvantages of the dependence of today's youth on the Internet. (100-120 words) 

(5 marks) 

2. You are Rajni/Rahul, living at E95, Sector 12, Dwarka. You saw an advertisement about a short 

term course in computer programming by Zee Computer World, Pitampura, Delhi. 

Write a letter to the organisation, seeking all the relevant course details. (100-120 words) 

(5 marks) 

3. You are Rizwan Ali, a resident of 456, Rajouri Garden, New Delhi. Write a letter to the editor 

of a national daily, drawing the attention of the concerned authorities to the deteriorating law and 

order situation in the city. (100-120 words)     (5 marks) 

4. You are John of Gandhi Street, Lane 15, Haridwar. Write a letter to Hari Travels Limited, Patel 

Nagar, Hardwar, enquiring about their tour plan for Ooty, collecting all the relevant information. 

(100-120 words)        (5 marks) 



5. You are Samkit. Write a letter of enquiry to the Director of National Science Centre, Anand 

Vihar, Lucknow, to gather relevant information as you are interested in joining. their Astronomy 

Club. (100-120 words)        (5 marks) 

6. Software engineers from India have the reputation of being among the best in the world. 

Most of them migrate to other countries even though their own country needs them the most. This 

is a matter of serious concern. Write a letter to the editor of a famous newspaper, expressing 

concern over the issue of brain drain. (100-120 words)     (5 marks) 

7. It is a matter of concern that the girl child population is steadily shrinking in India. Write a 

letter to the editor of a national daily, expressing your worry on the skewing sex ratio in the 

nation. (100-120 words)         (5 

marks) 

 



          Summer Holiday Homework 

Subject: Hindi 

Class: 10 

 

1 Periodic test का प्रश्न पत्र हल करें। 

व्याकरण 

1 दिए गए 3 दिषयों पर पत्र ललखें। 

2 20 मुहािरों के अर्थ ललखें। 

3 "आत्मदिश्िास" और "संगति का फल" दिषय पर लघु कर्ा लललखए। 

4 दकन्हीं चार दिषयों पर सूचना लेखन कीजिए। 

5 दकन्हीं चार दिषयों पर दिज्ञापन लेखन करें। 

  Note:-  संपूणथ कायथ अपनी नोटबुक में करें। 



Emmanuel Mission School,Jaisalmer 

Subject :Mathematics              Holiday Homework     Class: 10th 

1. Find the values of m and n for which x = 2 and –3 are zeroes of the polynomial: 3x2 – 2mx + 2n. 

2.  Find the quadratic polynomial, the sum and the product of whose zeroes are 1 /2, and –2 . 

3. A two-digit number is obtained by either multiplying the sum of the digits by 8 and then 

subtracting 5 or by multiplying the difference of the digits by 16 and then adding 3. Find the 

number. 

4. Susan invested certain amount of money in two schemes A and B, which offer interest at the rate 

of 8% per annum and 9% per annum, respectively. She received Rs 1860 as annual interest. 

However, had she interchanged the amount of investments in the two schemes, she would have 

received Rs 20 more as annual interest. How much money did she invest in each scheme? 

5. Had Ajita scored 10 more marks in her mathematics test out of 30 marks, 9 times these marks 

would have been the square of her actual marks. How many marks did she get in the test? 

6. Jamila sold a table and a chair for Rs 1050, thereby making a profit of 10% on the table and 25% on 

the chair. If she had taken a profit of 25% on the table and 10% on the chair she would have got Rs 

1065. Find the cost price of each. 

7.  For which values of p and q, will the following pair of linear equations have infinitely many 

solutions? 4x + 5y = 2 ; (2p + 7q) x + (p + 8q) y = 2q – p + 1. 

8. Solve by factorization . 4x2 - 4a2 x + (a4 – b 4 ) = 0 

9. A dealer sells a toy for Rs.24 and gains as much percent as the cost price of the toy. Find the cost 

price of the toy. 

10.  
11. The hypotenuse of a right triangle is 20m. If the difference between the length of the other sides is 

4m. Find the sides. 

12. If the H C F of 657 and 963 is expressible in the form of 657x + 963x - 15 find x. 

13. Find the largest possible positive integer that will divide 398, 436, and 542 leaving remainder 7, 11, 

15 respectively. 

14. Find the least number that is divisible by all numbers between 1 and 10 (both inclusive). 

15. If d is the HCF of 30, 72, find the value of x & y satisfying d = 30x + 72y 

16. Pens are sold in pack of 8 and notepads are sold in pack of 12. Find the least number of pack of 

each type that one should buy so that there are equal number of pen and notepads 

17. A boy with collection of marbles realizes that if he makes a group of 5 or 6 marbles at time there 

are always two marbles left. Can you explain why the boy can’t have prime numbers of merles? 

18. . A school library has 280 science journals and 300 math’s journals. Students were told to stack 

these journals in such a way that each stack contains equal number of journals. Determine the 

number of stacks of science and maths journals. What is the benefit of library in student life? 

19. The positive value of k for which x2 +Kx +64 = 0 & x2 - 8x + k = 0 will have real roots . 

20. A pole has to be erected at a point on the boundary of a circular park of diameter 13m in such a 

way that the differences of its distances from two diametrically opposite fixed gates A & B on the 

boundary in 7m. Is it possible to do so? If answer is yes at what distances from the two gates 

should the pole be erected. 



 

 

              SUMMER HOLIDAYS HOMEWORK 

 Class : 10th  

Subject : Science 

Write all the questions with answers in your notebook  

 

1. State one function of the crystalline lens in the human eye.  

2. Trace the sequence of events which occur when a bright light is focused on your 

eyes. 

3. State the function of each of the following parts of human eye: 

(i) Cornea.   (ii) Iris.      (iii) Pupil  

4. (a) List two causes of hypermetropia. 

(b) Draw ray diagrams showing (i) a hypermetropic eye and (ii) its correction using 

suitable optical device. 

5. (a) A person is suffering from both myopia and hypermetropia. 

(i) What kind of lenses can correct this defect? 

(ii) How are these lenses prepared? 

(b) A person needs a lens of power +3 D for correcting his near vision and -3 D for 

correcting his distant vision. Calculate the focal lengths of the lenses required to 

correct these defects. 

6. Explain the significance of photosynthesis. 

Write the balanced chemical equation involved in the process. 

7. Assertion (A) : Following is a balanced chemical equation for the action of steam on 

iron : 3Fe + 4H2O → Fe3O4 + 4H2 

Reason (R): The law of conservation of mass holds good for a chemical equation. 

(a) Both (A) and (R) are true and reason (R) is the correct explanation of the 

assertion (A) 

(b) Both (A) and (R) are true, but reason (R) is not the correct explanation of the 

assertion (A). 

(c) (A) is true, but (R) is false. 

(d) (A) is false, but (R) is true. 

8. Write balanced chemical equations for the following chemical reactions: 

(a) Hydrogen + Chlorine → Hydrogen chloride 

(b) Lead + Copper chloride → Lead chloride + Copper 

(c) Zinc oxide + Carbon → Zinc + Carbon monoxide 

9. When hydrogen sulphide gas is passed through a blue solution of copper sulphate, a 

black precipitate of copper sulphide is obtained and the sulphuric acid so formed 

remains in the solution. The reaction is an example of a  

(a) combination reaction 

(b) displacement reaction 

(c) decomposition reaction 

(d) double displacement reaction. 

10. In a double displacement reaction such as the reaction between sodium sulphate 

solution and barium chloride solution : 

(A) exchange of atoms takes place 

B) exchange of ions takes place 

(C) a precipitate is produced 

(D) an insoluble salt is produced 



 

 

The correct option is  

(a) (B) and (D) 

(b) (A) and (C) 

(c) only (B) 

(d) (B), (C) and (D) 

11. cement. When dissolved in water, it evolves a large amount of heat and forms 

compound ‘B’. 

(i) Identify A and B. 

(ii) Write chemical equation for the reaction of A with water. 

(iii) List two types of reaction in which this reaction may be classified. 

12. Mention with reason the colour changes observe when: 

(i) silver chloride is exposed to sunlight. 

(ii) copper powder is strongly heated in the presence of oxygen. 

(iii) a piece of zinc is dropped in copper sulphate solution.  

13. Lead nitrate solution is added to a test tube containing potassium iodide solution. 

(a) Write the name and colour of the compound precipitated. 

(b) Write the balanced chemical equation for the reaction involved. 

(c) Name the type of this reaction justifying your answer.  

14. Identify the type of reactions taking place in each of the following cases and write the 

balanced chemical equation for the reactions. 

(a) Zinc reacts with silver nitrate to produce zinc nitrate and silver. 

(b) Potassium iodide reacts with lead nitrate to produce potassium nitrate and lead 

iodide. 

15. Why is the maximum concentration of pesticides found in human beings? 

16.  What is an ecosystem 

17. Why is a lake considered to be a natural ecosystem? 

18. With the help of an example explain what happens when a base reacts with a non- 

metallic oxide. What do you infer about the nature of non-metal oxide? 

19. What is observed when carbon dioxide gas is passed through lime water 

(i) for a short duration? 

(ii) for a long duration? Also write the chemical equations for the reactions involved. 

20. Write the names of the product formed when zinc reacts with NaOH. Also write the 

balanced chemical equation for the reaction involved. Write a test to confirm the 

presence of the gas evolved during this reaction. 

21. A cloth’strip dipped in onion juice is used for testing a liquid ‘X. The liquid ‘X changes 

its 

22. odour. Which type of an indicator is onion juice? The liquid ‘X turns blue litmus red. 

List the observations the liquid ‘X will show on reacting with the following : 

(a) Zinc granules 

(b) Solid sodium carbonate 

Write the chemical equations for the reactions 

23. (a) Write the chemical name and formula of marble. 

(b) It has been found that marbles of Taj are getting corroded due to development of 

industrial areas around it. Explain this fact giving a chemical equation. 

(c) (i) What happens when CO2 is passed through lime water? 

(ii) What happens when CO2 is passed in excess through lime? 

24. (i) Draw a labelled diagram to show the preparation of hydrogen chloride gas in 

laboratory. 



 

 

(ii) Test the gas evolved first with dry and then with wet litmus paper. In which of the 

two cases, does the litmus paper show change in colour? 

(iii) State the reason of exhibiting acidic character by dry HCl gas/HCl solution.  

25. Complete and balance the following chemical equations : 

(i) NaOH(aq) + Zn(s) → 

(ii) CaCO3(s) + H2O(l) + CO2(g) → 

(iii) HCl(aq) + H2O(l) → 

 



Summer Holiday Homework 

Class 10.         

Subject :-Social science 

History 

1.Nationalism’, which emerged as a force in the late 19th century, means 

(a) strong devotion for one’s own country and its history and culture. 

(b) strong devotion for one’s own country without appreciation for other nations. 

© strong love for one’s own country and hatred for others. 

(d) equally strong devotion for all the countries of the world. 

2.Which of the following countries did not attend the Congress of Vienna? 

(a) Britain 

(b) Russia 

© Prussia 

(d) Switzerland 

3.What were the reforms made by Napoleon? 

4. Describe the incidents of unification of Germany. 

5.Britain had a strange case in it’s unification.Explain. 

GEOGRAPHY 

1.What percentage of our land should be under forest according to the National Forest Policy 

(1952)? 

(a) 33 

(b) 22.5 

© 31 

(d) 30 

2.Materials in the environment which have the potential to satisfy human needs but human 

beings do not have appropriate technology to access them are called: 



(a) Potential resource 

(b) Stock 

© Developed resource 

(d) Reserves 

3.Give a short note on reserves. 

4.Name the five types of land resource.Explain. 

5.What has significantly contributed to land degradation? 

Political science 

1.Which among the following are examples of ‘Coming together federations’? 

(a) India, Spain and Belgium 

(b) India, USA and Spain 

© USA, Switzerland and Australia 

(d) Belgium and Sri Lanka 

2.The Union List includes subjects such as: 

(a) Education, forests, trade unions, marriages, adoption and succession. 

(b) Police, trade, commerce, agriculture and irrigation. 

© Residuary subjects like computer software. 

(d) Defence, foreign affairs, banking, currency, communications. 

3.Why is Power Sharing Desirable? 

4.What are the interesting elements of the Belgium government? 

5.What makes India a Federal Country? 

Economics 

1.What will be the aspiration of an educated urban unemployed youth? 

(a) An educated urban unemployed youth will aspire for better opportunities in agriculture. 

(b) Support from government at every step in life for his upward movement. 

© An urban educated unemployed will aspire for good job opportunities where his education 

can be made use of. 



(d) Better facilities of recreation for his leisure time. 

2.Pick out the correct meaning listed below to define ‘average income’. 

(a) Average income of the country means the total income of the country. 

(b) The average income in a country is the income of only employed people. 

© The average income is the same as per capita income. 

(d) The average income includes the value of property held. 

3.Increase in total income of a country may or may not lead to greater welfare of the masses. 

Elucidate 

4.How can development be made sustainable? Illustrate with examples from everyday life. 

5.Which attribute is considered important for comparing different countries? Does it provide 

the whole picture? 

Part-2 

Prepare PowerPoint (ppt) with explanation on the topics given in the classroom. 
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                          EMMANUEL MISSION SCHOOL 

                               CLASS - 10TH 'C' 

                             SUBJECT - SOCIAL STUDIES  

   Q1 Prepare a hand written project report / file (20-25 pages)  

      on any one topic given below  : 

 

1. POWER SHARING (POLITICAL SCIENCE) 

2. THE RISE OF NATIONALISM IN EUROPE (HISTORY) 

3. RESOURCES AND DEVELOPMENT ( GEOGRAPHY) 



Summer Holiday Homework 

Class-10 

Subject: Computer 

1. Write a paragraph to describe a train journey you took last in copy.  

2. Write a paragraph on any topic of your choice using all the eight parts of 

speech also underline the words and say what its parts of speech is in copy. 

 


